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Chastkofsky [2] described the generic behavior of the composition fac- 
tor multiplicities (Cartan invariants) of indecomposable projective modules 
for finite groups of Lie type in the defining characteristic. More recently Ye 
[lo] provided a different approach, along with interesting refinements. In 
each case the reason for the existence of generic Cartan invariants is 
somewhat hidden behind the complicated character manipulations 
involved. Here we offer a more conceptual treatment, emphasizing the 
much simpler picture for the group schemes G,, T associated with the 
Frobenius kernels G, in the ambient algebraic group. This is closer in spirit 
to [lo] than to [2], but avoids the messy explicit calculations found in 
both papers. 
NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
Let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field K of characteristic p > 0. We follow for the most 
part the notation of Jantzen’s book [8]. For each n > 0, G, is the (scheme- 
theoretic) kernel of the nth power of the Frobenius morphism, and G, T is 
the related group scheme for a fixed maximal torus T of G. All modules we 
consider will be rational and finite dimensional. The study of G, T-modules 
is equivalent to the study of (u,, T)-modules as described in [S] and 161. 
For each 1 in the character group X(T), L(n, 3.) denotes the simple 
G, T-module of highest weight A, Z(n, A) a corresponding induced module, 
and Q(n, A) the injective hull ( = projective cover) of L(n, A). 
The relationship with G-modules is as follows. Each dominant k in X(T) 
determines a simple G-module L(A) of highest weight A, a quotient of the 
corresponding Weyl module V(A). Denote by X,,(T) the set of dominant 
weights with coordinates between 0 and p” - 1. Each 1 E X( T) can be writ- 
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ten uniquely as Lo + pnA’, with A0 E X,(T). Then L(n, 1,) is isomorphic to 
L( A’) @ p”L’ (with G,, acting trivially on the 1 -dimensional T-module ~“1. ’ ). 
In particular, L(n, 2) is the restriction to G,, T of L(L) precisely when 
L E X,(T). When p b 2h - 2 (h being the Coxeter number), it is known (cf. 
[6, Section 41) that there is a G-module, for each 1* E X,,(T), restricting to 
the G,T-module Q(n, 2); we also call it Q(n, 1). 
The group of rational points of G over a field of p” elements will be 
denoted G(n). For ease of exposition we take this to be a Chevalley group 
(split form). Everything we do below will carry over immediately to twisted 
groups (quasi-split forms), by modifying the Frobenius map by a graph 
automorphism; this just has the effect of converting some ordinary tensor 
products to tensor products in which the highest weight of one factor is 
“twisted.” The simple KG(n)-modules are the restrictions of the L(L) for 
1 E X,( T). When p > 2h - 2, the G-module Q(n, i) is injective and projec- 
tive for KG(n), with the injective hull (=projective cover) U(n, 1) of L(A) 
occurring once as a summand. 
For brevity, we usually refer to composition factors of modules as “fac- 
tors.” The Cartan invariant ?,(J*, p) is the multiplicity of L(n, p) as a factor 
of the G, T-module Q(H, 2). Similarly, define c,(L, p) to be the multiplicity 
of the G(n)-module L(p) as a factor of U(n, A), when id’,(T). (See [3] 
for background on the computation of Cartan invariants.) 
Finally, recall the afIine Weyl group W, associated with the Weyl group 
W, and the corresponding alcoves in X(T)@ R [S, 11.61. W, acts on 
weights via the dot action: u’. 3. = ~(2 + p) -p (where p is the sum of fun- 
damental dominant weights). The weights in X,(T) fall into variously 
oriented alcoves, equal in number to the order of W divided by the index of. 
the root lattice in the weight lattice. By translating it into X,(T), any 
weight lying inside an alcove therefore acquires an “alcove type” relative to 
W,,. More generally, for a fixed n, the “alcove type” of a weight refers to 
the hierarchy of “pk-alcoves” it lies in, relative to the subgroups of W, 
involving translations by pk times the root lattice (1 d k Gn). For X(3, K), 
the number of possible alcove types is therefore 2”. 
FROBENIUS KERNELS 
We begin by recalling how to compute the Cartan invariants of the 
G, T-module Q(n, L) when 1 E X,( T), working under the following con- 
dition: 
(A) The weight 2 lies in the interior of some alcove for W,,. 
There are two ways to organize the computation: the “infinitesimal” 
picture makes obvious the generic nature of the Cartan invariants in a 
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symmetric setting, while the “global” picture facilitates direct comparison 
with the Cartan invariants of the finite groups. 
According to Jantzen [5, (3.7)-(3.8)], Q(n, A) has a filtration with 
quotients isomorphic to various induced modules Z(n, p). The number of 
times Z(n, p) occurs as a quotient is just the multiplicity of L(n, 1) as a 
composition factor of Z(n, p). Furthermore, according to [6, Section 33, 
the G, T-factors of Z(n, p) correspond l-l (counting multiplicities) with the 
G-factors of a generically placed Weyl module, as follows. By adding a 
suitable p”v to 11, one can ensure that all factors of Z(n, p + p”v) have 
dominant highest weights, while remaining inside the lowest p’*+ l-alcove. 
Then the factors correspond precisely to those of V(p + p”v) as G-module. 
Assuming (A), the multiplicities and relative positions of these factors 
depend only on the alcove type of the highest weight, cf. [4] or [6]. For 
example, when G = X(3, K) and n = 1, there are two alcove types and 
hence two generic decomposition patterns for Weyl modules, which involve 
9 factors each (with multiplicity 1); for arbitrary n, the 2” generic patterns 
involve 9” factors each. 
Returning to the given Q(n, %), we easily obtain the Cartan invariants 
from the data just mentioned (assuming of course that we know the generic 
decompositions of Weyl modules!). The point is that the composition fac- 
tor multiplicities for G,, T are unaffected by the translation by p”v of all 
weights involved: Z(n, p + p”v) is isomorphic to the tensor product of 
Z(n, p) and the l-dimensional module p’k. The upshot is that the Cartan 
invariants of Q(n, 3,) are “generic” under assumption (A), i.e., depend only 
on the alcove type of /1. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 1, for the group G = SL(3, K), p = 5, n = 1. 
Some of the alcoves are labelled with letters to facilitate reference. Here 
i = o, lies in alcove L (where or and w2 are the fundamental dominant 
weights). Those p for which L(n, n) occurs as a factor of Z(n, 11) (here 
always with multiplicity just 1) occur in a symmetric way as the I+‘,-linked 
weights in the 12 alcoves labelled A through L. In turn, the two alcove 
types here lead to two generic patterns; e.g., the factors of Z( 1,801, + 70,) 
are those with highest weights in alcoves A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, L. The 
other type of generic pattern is illustrated by the configuration of alcoves 
C, E, F, G, H, J, L, M, N. Routine bookkeeping yields the following list of 
generic Cartan invariants: 1 (six times), 2 (twelve times), 4 (six times), 6 
(seven times), 12 (once); cf. [2, Fig. 21. For example, - 50, + 6w, in 
alcove N occurs 6 times. Here the total number of factors is 108. (For the 
other alcove type, there are only half as many factors, since the filtration 
involves only 6 quotients rather than 12.) 
The algorithm just described makes clear the generic nature of the Car- 
tan invariants ?,,(A, p) = multiplicity of L(n, p) as a factor of Q(n, 1”). But in 
order to compare the Cartan invariants for G(n), we need to look at the 
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FIG. I 
computation from a different viewpoint. Start with any G-factor L(p) of 
Q(n, A). By Steinberg’s tensor product theorem L(p) = L(,u’) @I!&‘)[““, 
where [n] denotes twisting by the nth power of the Frobenius map. On 
restriction to G, 7’ we get the factors: L(p”)@p”n = L(n, ,d’ + p%), where K 
runs over all weights of I.@‘) counted with multiplicity. By running over 
all the G-factors involving the same 11’ and counting the total multiplicity 
of a particular weight ,u’ + pk, we obtain ;,(A, go + p%). The G-factors 
are found by reciprocity together with a knowledge of Weyl module factors 
[6, (5.9)]: Q(n, A) has a G-filtration with quotients V(h), where Y(p) 
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occurs as many times as L(i) is a composition factor of V(p). Note that the 
situation here is far less symmetric than before, since most Weyl modules 
occurring do not exhibit generic decomposition behavior. 
GENERICITY CONDITIONS 
To obtain lists of Cartan invariants for the KG(n) modules U(n, 1) which 
are “generic” in the sense of depending just on the alcove type of I, we have 
to impose more stringent conditions on the location of 2 within its alcove. 
For these conditions to be satisfied by “most” weights in an alcove will 
generally require that p be very large. (Of course, we already assume that 
p > 2h - 2, in order to be certain that Q(n, A) can be regarded as a 
G-module with U(n, 1) as a G(n)-summand.) The following conditions, 
similar to those in [lo], will be imposed along with (A): 
(B) As a G(n)-module, Q(n, n) remains indecomposable and is 
therefore isomorphic to U(n, 2). 
CC) Let UP’) @UP ) ’ [“I be any G composition factor of Q(H, 1). If 
A is the alcove containing p”, then p” lies at a distance of at least r(p’) 
from all walls of A, where r(pl) denotes half the diameter of the weight 
diagram of L(p’). 
(D) Let both L(p) and L(v) be G composition factors of Q(n, 3,). If 
p” and v” lie in the same alcove but are distinct, then p” + n# v” + 0 for all 
weights rr, 0 of L(p’), L(v’), respectively. 
It is known that (B) holds for all weights 3, sufficiently far from walls of 
alcoves, where the required distance from walls is independent of p; this 
follows from an explicit formula for the decomposition of Q(n, 1) as a 
direct sum of PIM’s for G(n): see [l, (4.2)] or [7, (2.10)]. So (B) holds for 
“most” 1. when p is large enough. 
In (C), the fact that Q(n, 2) is “p”-bounded” in the sense of Jantzen [6] 
ensures that the weight diagrams of all L(p’ ) occurring are bounded in 
diameter in a way depending on the Coxeter number but independent of 
both p and A. Moreover, by the Linkage Principle [8,11.6], p is W,-linked 
to 2. So when 1 is sufficiently far from alcove walls (the required distance 
being independent of p), (C) will hold for every G-factor L(p) of Q(n, 2): p 
(hence ,u’) will also be far from walls. 
Condition (D) is a bit more subtle. The weights p” for ,u in a IV,,-orbit lie 
in an orbit of the possibly larger transformation group obtained by allow- 
ing translations by p times any weight. Within a given alcove A, the 
possible p” occur symmetrically under the action of the finite group 
denoted Sz in [9]. For example, Sz has order 3 in the case of X(3, K). 
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Provided the weights in the G-orbit of Lo lying in an alcove are far enough 
apart, (D) will hold. As before, the weight diagrams of the various L(p’) 
involved are bounded in a way independent of p, so the condition will hold 
for “most” ;1 when p is large. 
Condition (C) comes into play by invoking the following (more or less 
known) result. 
LEMMA. Let ,a and v be dominant weights. Suppose ,a lies in an alcove A 
at a distance of at least r(v) from all walls of A. Then L(p) 0 L(v) splits into 
the direct sum of simple modules L(,u -+- n), where n runs over all weights of 
L(v), counted Judith rnuitip~i~it~. 
Proof: The hypothesis implies that p -t rr lies in A for every weight rr of 
L(v). Thanks to the Linkage Principle, it suffices to check that L(p) Q L(v) 
has the indicated composition factors, We write p in the form w. tz for 1, in 
the lowest dominant alcove relative to W,, and use induction on the Bruhat 
order of W,,, starting with w = 1. Note that the hypothesis of the lemma is 
satisfied by each w’ . ,? as well as p. 
Now we need a consequence of the identity for products of formal 
characters due to Brauer [4, p. 447 (1 )]: If we tensor a Weyl module V(a) 
with a module M, and if all a+ n: are dominant as n ranges over the 
weights of M, then the tensor product has as formal character the sum of 
all ch V(rr +a) taken with the multiplicity of ‘IE as a weight of M. When 
M: = 1, Y(J) = L(n}, so the hypothesis of the lemma together with Brauer’s 
formula implies that the character of F’(A)@ L(v) is the sum of all 
ch V(;l -t- n) = ch L(,l + n), as rr runs over the weights of L(v) counted with 
multiplicity. This gets the induction started. 
The composition factors of Weyl modules are expressed by character 
formulas: 
ch V(MJ-i)= 1 a(w, w’)ch L(w’+l), where a(w, w) = 1. (1) 
1.’ cw 
Now we compute the character of V(w . a) @ L(v) in two ways. On the one 
hand, we get from Brauer’s formula: 
xn,ch I’(w.A+n), 
where n, is the multiplicity of rc in L(v). Our hypothesis implies that all 
w. I + n lie in the same alcove as w. /2. By the Translation Principle 
[S, 11.71, the same coefficients a(w, w’) as in (1) occur when each 
ch V(uj. E, + n) is expressed as a sum of irreducible characters. Thus the 
irreducible characters involved in (2) have highest weights distributed 
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among alcoves in a uniform way: a(w, w’) d of them occur in the alcove 
corresponding to w’, where d = dim L(v). In particular, subtracting from 
(2) all irreducible characters which come from w’-alcoves (w’ < w) leaves 
the sum: 
Cn,chL(w.A+z). (3) 
On the other hand, the character of V(w .n)@L(v) is equal to: 
/& 4w, w’) ch(Uw’ .i)O L(v)). (4) 
The induction hypothesis, applied to each w’< w, shows that 
ch(L(w’ .2)8,5(v)) is a sum of d irreducible characters whose highest 
weights lie in the w’-alcove. These must be the same ones described above. 
After we subtract all of them from (4), for the various w’ < w, the remain- 
ing ch(L(w .A) @ L(v)) must agree with (3). 
FINITE GROUPS OF LIE TYPE 
THEOREM. Suppose 1 E X,(T) satisfies conditions (A)-(D). Then there is 
a natural l-l correspondence between the distinct G,T composition factors 
ofQ(n, A) and the distinct G(n) compositionfactors of U(n, L) = Q(n, A). The 
correspondence sends L(n, u” + p”rt) to L(u” + n). Moreover, the composition 
factor multiplicities agree; i.e., the respective Cartan invariants are equal: 
?,(A, p” + p”n) = &(A, u” + 7t). 
Proof: We saw already how to compute Cartan invariants for G,T, 
starting with the G-factors L(u”)@L(pl)Cnl of Q(n, A). Since Q(n, j&)= 
U(n, A) for G(n), by (B), the same G-factors lead to the Cartan invariants 
for G(n). When we restrict a G-factor to G(n), the Frobenius twist does 
nothing (when G(n) is of split type) and we get an ordinary tensor product 
L(u’)@ L(u’). Condition (C) implies (according to the previous Lemma) 
that the tensor product splits into a direct sum of modules L(u” + n), with 
rr running over all weights of L(,u’) (counting multiplicities). Since p” + n; = 
p” + 7~’ only if p” + p% = p” + p’k’, the G, T-factors L(n, p” + p”x) coming 
from a single G-factor correspond 1-l to the G(n) factors L(u’+ 7~) 
counting multiplicities. 
This argument shows already that the total number of G,T-factors of 
Q(n, 1,) equals the total number of G(n)-factors of U(n, E.), by setting up an 
explicit 1-l correspondence. It remains to observe that distinct G, T-factors 
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always correspond to distinct G(n)-factors. Suppose that two G-factors 
L(p), L(v) yield the same G(n)-factor L(p” $ x) = L(v” + a). Thanks to con- 
dition (C), p” and v” lie in the same alcove. But then (D) forces them to 
coincide (so that 7~ = cr). In turn, p” + p”n = v” + p”a as desired. 
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